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Introduction
The performance aspects of a data warehouse project should be of primary consideration, as performance is
directly related to the degree of user acceptance of the solution, as well as the overall effectiveness of its
analytical capabilities. If it’s time for some fine tuning on your BI engine, you can focus your effort on just a
few areas for the greatest impact. These include:


Aggregates



Read Mode



OLAP Cache

Aggregates
Aggregates are mini-cubes built on top of InfoCubes. An aggregate is a highly summarized version of the
data in the underlying InfoCube. During query execution, if applicable, an aggregate is hit before the
InfoCube, and this serves to improve performance. It is important to note that unlike multiproviders,
aggregates actually store the aggregated data in the database. A multiprovider enables users to run reports
off more than one InfoProvider, by combining the information that resides in them in a ―union‖ operation.
When a query is run on a multiprovider, the processor spawns parallel sub-queries to the various
InfoProviders, and this in turn expedites query execution. Users of aggregates (especially first-timers), tend
to think of it as a silver bullet for the ―query is taking forever to run‖ problem. However, the sole rationale for
using aggregates shouldn’t be that a query is taking too long to run. Unless the planning and design process
is properly followed, aggregates may degrade performance rather than improve it. An example case of this is
frequent change to master data attributes. Keeping these updates to your InfoCube synchronized with the
corresponding aggregate(s) involves frequent ―change runs‖, which take longer and longer as the number of
aggregates increases.The interface to build the summary tables (aggregates) is intuitive and easy to master,
but few are taking real advantage of them.
Steps to build aggregates:
Drill down to the InfoCube on which you want to create an aggregate. Highlight this InfoCube; then from the
context menu (right mouse click), select ―Maintain Aggregates‖.

Displays the menu path that takes you to aggregates creation
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Warning: When using 3rd party query tools and ODBC to query directly into the DSO, you are bypassing the
OLAP Processor. Therefore, you cannot accurately performance tune the system using aggregates
(statistics), nor will the 3rd party tool benefit from aggregates.
Before they can be used in reporting, aggregates must be active and filled with data. If you are prevented
from using one or more aggregates, there are three options available:
 Switch off the aggregate. The aggregate is still filled with data, but is not used by the OLAP
processor. You still need to roll up new data.
 Deactivate the aggregate. The aggregate data is deleted, but the aggregate definition remains.
 Delete the aggregate. The aggregate data and the definition of the aggregate are deleted.
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An InfoCube can contain more than one aggregate, but usually only one aggregate can be used in each
query step. If several aggregates are created for a InfoCube, they are checked by the OLAP processor when
a query is run. During this check, the OLAP processor reads the InfoCube aggregates and selects the
aggregate that is suitable for the query definition.

Read Mode
Read mode determines the manner in which data are returned by the OLAP processor when you execute a
query. SAP provides three read options. These are:
 (H) – Query to read, when you read or expand hierarchies: In H mode, the detailed information within
the nodes and sub-nodes of a hierarchy are read on demand (i.e., when you expand a hierarchy
node). The amount of data transferred to the OLAP processor is the least of all the three categories.
The downside is that the number of database reads increases as you keep expanding hierarchy
nodes. SAP recommends setting queries to the H read mode. This is based on the empirical
evidence of the relative performance of queries set to each of these modes.


(X) – Query to read data during navigation: In this mode, data are requested by the OLAP processor
as
dictated by every navigational step. The difference between X mode and H is that in the case of
hierarchies, all the data on a leaf level are completely retrieved by the OLAP processor.



(A) – Query to read all data at once: There is only one read process in this mode. When you execute
the query in the Business Explorer, all data in the main memory area of the OLAP processor that is
needed for all possible navigational steps of this query is read. During navigation, all new
navigational states are aggregated and calculated from the data from the main memory.

The read mode Query to be read when you navigate or expand hierarchies significantly improves
performance in almost all cases compared to the other two modes. The reason for this is that only the data
the user wants to see is requested in this mode.
For queries involving large hierarchies with many nodes, it would be wise to select Read data during
navigation and when expanding the hierarchy option to avoid reading data for the hierarchy nodes that are
not expanded.
Reserve the Read all data mode for special queries—for instance, when a majority of the users need a given
query to slice and dice against all dimensions, or when the data is needed for data mining. This mode places
heavy demand on database and memory resources and might impact other SAP BW processes and tasks.
A query read mode can be defined either on an individual query basis or as a default for new queries using
the query monitor (transaction RSRT).
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Step to set the read mode:Go to transaction RSDIPROP; specify the info provider name and change.
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OLAP Cache
The OLAP cache is architected to store query result sets as highly compressed cluster data and to give all
users on an application server access to those result sets. If the same query (or a subset) is then executed
by another user, the subsequent query request can be filled by accessing the result set already stored in the
OLAP cache. OLAP Cache has a system default of 100 MB for local and 200 MB for global cache. This may
be too low for a system that can be optimized via broadcaster.
Step to change OLAP cache settings:Go to transaction code RSCUSTV14 and edit the settings
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Disclaimer and Liability Notice
This document may discuss sample coding or other information that does not include SAP official interfaces and therefore is not
supported by SAP. Changes made based on this information are not supported and can be overwritten during an upgrade.
SAP will not be held liable for any damages caused by using or misusing the information, code or methods suggested in this document,
and anyone using these methods does so at his/her own risk.
SAP offers no guarantees and assumes no responsibility or liability of any type with respect to the content of this technical article or
code sample, including any liability resulting from incompatibility between the content within this document and the materials and
services offered by SAP. You agree that you will not hold, or seek to hold, SAP responsible or liable with respect to the content of this
document.
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